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“In a Nutshell”
We rarely have rational control over why we buy some products and not others: our
brain subconsciously chooses for us. Traditional marketing methods no longer work
and the reasons we think we buy are deceptive.
Neuro-marketing is the new key tool which will “revolutionize” marketing strategies in
the future and help us understand the science behind why we buy.
Book Summary
Lindstrom claims that market research is unreliable and misleading. He states, “How
we say we feel about a product can never truly predict how we behave”. As a result he
conducted a series of experiments (using fMRI - functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging and SST which measures electrical impulses across the brain) to prove,
disprove or explore theories surrounding what drives consumers to buy (or not to
buy).
Key findings:
1) Emotions heavily influence our decisions
Most of our buying decisions aren’t conscious, only a very small part of the rational
brain plays a part in the decision making (10% is conscious).
2) Product placement works if fully entwined into the narrative of the programme
3) Subliminal messaging does work
4) Logos no longer work
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Lindstrom proclaims that brand logos are dead and can even reduce sales of a
product for being too garish. If an ad is understated, we let our guard down, and it
might just have an impact.
Marlboro is subtler in their approach to branding. They use everyday objects and
styles such as colour schemes, ashtray designs and sofas in order to create the
appearance of a Marlboro environment. We only need a visual image that reminds us
of a product/brand for it to seemingly imperceptibly register in our brains and cause
an appropriate reaction.
5) Brands can be like religions, with their rituals
Rituals are commonplace within our unsettled society as an attempt to gain some
control over our lives. Rituals within products give us an “illusion of comfort and
belonging”.
Some big brands, (e.g. Apple) operate like a quasi-religion, with rituals, icons,
ceremonies, loyal followings etc (See Brand Sense for a more detailed exploration of
this concept). Interestingly, the part of the brain which displays the most activity
when viewing both ‘strong’ brands and sports imagery is exactly the same as when
highly religious people view religious images.
7) Use of multiple senses help ‘lock’ in a brand
Visual images are most effective if combined with sounds and smell for a more
complete experience of the product.
Examples:
- Meadow Grass in British Airways Business Lounge to simulate pleasant environment.
- French music played in a supermarket increases sales of French wine
8) Neuro-science offers a solution for New Product Development
8/10 new product launches fail. Neuro-science could help as it provides a more
accurate reading of how people unconsciously respond to a concept.
9) Sex vampires the brand.
Sexual content/innuendo in advertisements diverts a consumer’s attention away from
the product in question (This was also true for women).
Female consumers are more likely to identify to ‘normal’ people who are not perfect
(e.g. Dove “natural beauty” campaign) and were more likely to buy a product which is
advertised using “love” symbols as opposed to “sex” symbols.
10) Anti-smoking messages stimulates the desire to smoking rather than reduces it.
The images/warning on packs had no effect on putting people off smoking, but
instead increased their desire to smoke.
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11) Mirror Neurons helps us ‘associate’ into things/feelings
Mirror Neurons are the “future of advertising”. Mirror neurons trigger a
feeling/response similar to that we are seeing/thinking about.
Trends are set due to mirror neurons (e.g. iPad – we see others with it – we empathise
with their experience and so want one ourselves).
Dopamine is a chemical released in our brains which makes us feel a surge of
happiness. Seeing something we want will release dopamine flow and increase the
chances of us buying it (as the increased dopamine interferes with our rational neocortex).
A personal opinion
Lindstrom is overly dogmatic in his opinions. As we know, in life, things are much
more complex and a simplistic black/white judgement over issues is possibly naïve or
in some cases dangerous.
His conclusions are based on only one series of experiments – using a technology that
is known to be highly sensitive (and hence open to misinterpretation). I do not believe
his conclusions would pass the rigour of true scientific evaluation!
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